A new modified version called decision feedback complex recurrent neural network equalizer (DFCRNNE) is proposed with the study of complex recurrent neural network equalizer (CRNNE). Based on DFCRNNE, a modified real time recurrent learning (CRTRL) algorithm is developed. Simulation results show that DFCRNNE has better performance than CRNNE based on traditional CRTRL algorithm 2 in complex nonlinear channels with severe intersymbol interference (ISI) and nonlinear distortion.
Introduction
In communication system, channel equalization can be regarded as a nonlinear classification problem, and neural networks with good nonlinear performance may be used to devise equalizer. Recurrent neural network (RNN) possesses good classification capability since RNN is similar to IIR filter, and can accomplish complicate nonlinear map with only a few nodes. Therefore, recurrent neural network equalizer (RNNE) based on real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) algorithm has given rise to comprehensive attention. 1 However, when QAM signal with complicated channels is considered, neural network equalizers based on real analysis have much limitation. Some researchers extend recurrent neural network equalizer based on RTRL algorithm to complex recurrent neural network equalizer (CRNNE) based on complex real-time recurrent learning (CRTRL) algorithm 2 whose inputs, outputs, weights and active function are all complex.
Decision feedback complex recurrent neural network equalizer (DFCRNNE) is presented, and a modified CRTRL algorithm, which fits the structure is deduced in this paper. DFCRNNE not only inherits the advantages of CRNNE on complex field, but also skillfully puts the traditional decision feedback structure for linear channel equalization into RNN, and replaces decision feedback signals with training signals in the learning process. The equalizer possesses simple structure and good equalization performance, and can treat more complicated signals. Therefore, it can be widely applied in equalization field. Section 2 summarizes model of adaptive equalizer based on DFCRNNE. Section 3 presents modified CRTRL algorithm. Section 4 shows simulation results that confirm the performance of the new algorithm. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Model of DFCRNNE
Lower case (upper case) is used to represent real (complex) in this paper. Equalizer's block diagram is given in Fig. 1 and structure of DFCRNNE is shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 1 , S k is the expected response, N k complex white Gaussian noise, X k the input of equalizer,Ŝ k−d−v (d represents the channel delay) the decision output of equalizer. In Fig. 2 , all neurons connect each other, each input will be imported into each neuron, and each neuron output may be regarded as the external output of network. We define that n is the inner nodes number of the DFCRNNE, m the delaying input number of the equalizer, t the feedback delaying input number of the equalizer, X k−l+1 (l = 1, 2, . . . , m) the delaying input signal, Y k (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) the output of the kth node, D k the training signal of the kth node,Ŝ k−d−v (v = 1, 2, . . . , t) the feedback input signal with delaying v. Modified CRTRL algorithm is adopted for adjusting the equalizer's weights. In training process (switch S points to 1) training signal is regarded as the delaying input of each decision feedback signal so that effective information can be taken full use and false propagation be prevented. In data transmission process (switch S points to 2) equalizer's decision output becomes delaying feedback input.
Modified CRTRL Algorithm
CRTRL algorithm is used to training process in CRNNE. 2 Here modified CRTRL algorithm is proposed and used to training process in DFCRNNE.
Let U k as the weighted sum of the kth (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) node's inputs. W ij represents the weight from the jth (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) node to the ith node, the weight from each delaying input signal (j = n + 1, . . . , n + m) to the ith node, or the weight from each feedback delaying signal (j = n + m + 1, . . . , n + m + t) to the ith node. We set real part and imaginary part of the weight W as w R and w I . Weight, exterior input, feedback input, expected response and the weighted sum of the kth node's inputs are all complex.
Define activation function
In our study we select
and the differential of f (z) is:
To calculate the steepest descent direction, we use the concept of the gradient instead of the complex derivative.
Define E k [t] as complex error of the kth neural node:
The objective function is:
The weighted sum of the kth (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) node's inputs is:
The objective of the algorithm to update the connecting weights W ij (i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , n + m, n + m + 1, . . . , n + m + t) is to minimize
Using Eq. (4), we compute gradient of J[t] with respect to W ij .
Then, differentiating Eq. (6) we get
We introduce the sensitivity terms P RR , P RI , P IR and P II defined by: 
Then we get the weight update equation
where α is the learning step of the adaptive process.
In the following, we will deduce how to find a recursive relation for the calculation of the terms P RR , P RI , P IR and P II .
Differentiating Eq. (8) we get
Using weight W ij , node output Y f (f = 1, . . . , n), delaying input X k−f +1 (f = 1, . . . , m) and real part and imaginary part of feedback delaying inputŜ k−d−f (f = 1, . . . , t) to rewrite Eq. (7), we get 
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , n + m, n + m + 1, . . . , n + m + t,
and z Rj [t] may represent the real part of DFCRNNE's inner node output (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), input signal (j = n + 1, . . . , n + m), or feedback input signal (j = n + m + 1, . . . , n + m + t). In a similar manner, z Ij [t] in the following represents the imaginary part. We may derive recursive equations for P RI , P IR and P II in a similar fashion. We group these recursive equations together to get the following matrix recursive equations for the sensitivity terms.
Simulation
To testify equalization performance of DFCRNNE, we compare DFCRNNE with the traditional CRNNE 2 under the same conditions. For CRNNE, we set n = 3, m = 1, and for DFCRNNE, we set n = 3, m = 1, t = 1 and 2, respectively. Here, we define that DFCRNNE1 and DFCRNNE2 represent DFCRNNE with t = 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, the structure of DFCRNNE1 is simply shown in Fig. 3 .
The input sequence {S k } is complex 4-QAM whose real and imaginary parts are assumed the values +0.6 or −0.6, and SNR is 15 dB. In simulation we first train 4000 times, then adopt decision guidance method to test equalization performance in process of data transmission. The weights are initialized to small random complex values with |W ij (0)| < 10 −4 . Initial values of all parts of sensitivity term P are set as 0, and the learning step is fixed to α = 0.01. Case 1: We use the following linear channel, and channel output is:
where noise N k is complex white Gaussian noise whose imaginary part is Hilbert transformation of real part.
Comparison of mean square error (MSE) curves of CRNNE and DFCRNNE under linear channel is given in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , we know that the convergence performance of DFCRNNE2 is better than that of DFRNNE1, and the convergence performance of DFCRNNE1 is better than that of CRNNE.
Signal constellation plots before and after equalization under linear channel are shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5(b) , there are some spots near the decision boundary. From Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), we see that DFCRNNE1 and DFCRNNE2 have better pattern classification characters compared with CRNNE, and no spots occur near the decision boundary, and DFCRNNE2 has better conglomerate performance than DFCRNNE1. Case 2: We simulate a highly nonlinear communication channel. The transmitted signal {S k } is first passed through the linear channel in case 1 and then raised to higher powers. The output of channel can be expressed as:
where H is the impulse response of the linear channel in case 1 and * represents convolution. The coefficient l i (i = 2, . . . , 5) represents the amount of nonlinear harmonics added to the linear response. In the example the values of the coefficients l i are: l 2 = 0.15, I 3 = 0.10, l 4 = 0.05 and l 5 = 0.10.
Comparison of mean square error (MSE) curves of DFCRNNE and CRNNE under nonlinear channel is given in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 we see that both DFCRNNE1 and DFCRNNE2 have better convergence performance than CRNNE under nonlinear channel. Signal constellation plots before and after equalization under nonlinear channel is shown in Fig. 7 . There are many spots near the decision boundary for CRNNE in Fig. 7(b) . It means CRNNE cannot get accurate estimation. From Fig. 7(c) we see DFCRNNE1 has better pattern classification capability than CRNNE, but there are still some spots near the decision boundary. From Fig. 7(d) we see DFCRNNE2 has the best conglomerate performance, and the data can be decided more accurately.
From above simulation, we know DFCRNNE has better performance of convergence and conglomerate than CRNNE under both linear and nonlinear channels. The past errors of the DFCRNNE remaining in the networks can be eliminated by using the decision feedback values of the outputs. In addition, CRNNE has problem of unstability due to its nature of an IIR structure. Though also being an IIR filter, DFCRNNE has feedback paths, which makes it attractive for the equalization of nonlinear channels with deep spectral nulls.
Conclusion
Structure of DFCRNNE is provided, its modified CRTRL algorithm is deduced, and its better performance is verified in this paper. From the discussion we can draw a conclusion that DFCRNNE for nonlinear channels with severe ISI and nonlinear distortion has better equalization properties than CRNNE.
DFCRNNE is easy to be used in real time application since it possesses good stability and consistency, and it is insensitive to various initial values. In adaptive training, it only needs to set any value as smaller random numbers and to properly select adaptive learning step, which will gain better equalization effect that is sufficiently supported by the consistency of the convergence curves and signal constellation plots. DFCRNNE classifies system patterns in the field of complex, which not only effectively compensates a variety of complicated channel distortion, but also exerts the predominance of the decision feedback structures that can refrain from ISI.
